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Thermocline thermal-energy storage (TES) suffers from so-called thermocline degradation, which refers to the
flattening of temperature gradients in the TES with successive charging-discharging cycles. Thermocline degradation increases the variations of the heat-transfer fluid (HTF) outflow temperatures, decreases storage
utilization factors, and increases specific TES material costs. Methods that prevent or reduce thermocline degradation by changing the operation of the storage are called thermocline-control (TCC) methods. The assessment of TCC methods is the main objective of this work. Three TCC methods that were chosen for this assessment
are described in this paper. Two methods, based on either extracting or injecting HTF through ports, were
derived from previously published methods while the third method, based on mixing multiple HTF streams, one
of which is extracted through a port, is novel. In a companion paper (Geissbühler et al., Solar Energy, submitted
2018), the three TCC methods are assessed for air and molten salt as HTF using simulations of stand-alone
storages as well as storages integrated into a concentrated solar power plant.

1. Introduction
Concentrated solar power (CSP) plants with thermal-energy storage
(TES) offer dispatchable electricity from intermittent solar energy and
are therefore expected to play an important role in the future electricity-generation mix. To reduce the levelized cost of the electricity
generated by CSP plants, energy-efficient and cost-effective TES solutions are required. Two-tank molten-salt TES systems are currently the
state-of-the-art and commercially implemented (Kuravi et al., 2013). In
the last two decades, single-tank thermocline TES systems filled with a
packed bed of low-cost filler material have attracted significant interest
because they cost less than two-tank systems (Pacheco et al., 2002;
Saeed Mostafavi Tehrani et al., 2017) and allow the use of ambient air
as heat-transfer fluid (HTF) with applicability in a wider and higher
temperature range (Zanganeh et al., 2012).
Thermocline TES systems are accompanied by several technical
challenges, however. It was stated in Stekli et al. (2013) that “the
biggest technoeconomic challenge of thermocline TES systems is temperature degradation”. Temperature degradation, also known as thermocline degradation, refers to the flattening of temperature gradients in
the TES with successive charging-discharging cycles. Thermocline degradation has several negative consequences. One is an increase of the
HTF outflow temperature during charging relative to the inflow
⁎

temperature during discharging and a decrease of the HTF outflow
temperature during discharging relative to the inflow temperature
during charging. The maximum changes in the HTF outflow temperatures can be expressed in non-dimensional form as

Tc ,out,max =

Tc,out,max Td,in
,
Tc,in Td,in

(1)

Td,out,max =

Tc ,in Td,out,min
,
Tc,in Td,in

(2)

where Tc,out,max is the maximum outflow temperature during charging,
Td,out,min is the minimum outflow temperature during discharging, Tc,in is
the inflow temperature during charging, and Td,in is the inflow temperature during discharging. The maximum outflow temperature
change during charging is typically constrained by temperature restrictions of other CSP plant components such as piping, pumps, valves,
and the solar receiver (Nithyanandam et al., 2012; Biencinto et al.,
2014; Saeed Mostafavi Tehrani et al., 2017). Conversely, the maximum
outflow temperature change during discharging is typically constrained
by operating restrictions of the power block, in particular the desire for
high efficiencies (Libby, 2010; Nithyanandam et al., 2012; Biencinto
et al., 2014; Saeed Mostafavi Tehrani et al., 2017).
Another negative consequence of thermocline degradation is a
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Nomenclature

p
T
t
x

Abbreviations
CSP
HTF
PCM
TCC
TES

concentrated solar power
heat-transfer fluid
phase-change material
thermocline control
thermal-energy storage

Subscripts

c
d
f
s
bot
ext
in
inj
max
min
mix
out

Greek characters
difference, –
storage utilization factor, –
integration variable, –
density, kg/m3
volume fraction, –
Latin characters

A
c
E
H
i
m

area, m2
specific heat capacity, J/kg K
thermal energy, J
height, m
index, –
mass, kg

utilized storage capacity
.
maximum storage capacity

charging
discharging
fluid
solid
bottom
extracted
inflow
injected
maximum
minimum
mixing
outflow

Superscripts
–
·
∼
∗

limited utilization factor, which is defined as (Geyer et al., 1987; Dinter
et al., 1991)

=

pressure, Pa or bar
temperature, °C
time, s
axial coordinate, m

average
flow rate
relative
threshold

operation of the storage, e.g., altering the flow of the HTF through the
storage.
Passive methods include:

(3)

1. Increasing the height-to-diameter ratio of the storage while keeping
its volume constant and/or increasing the heat-exchange surface
area (e.g., by decreasing the particle diameter): This increases
convective heat transfer and can decrease axial heat transfer at the
expense of increased pumping work and increased thermal losses
due to higher surface-to-volume ratios (Zanganeh et al., 2015). It
should be noted that the storage height is usually limited for construction reasons (Libby, 2010).

A quantitative definition is given by Eqs. (3)–(5) of the companion
paper (Geissbühler et al., 2018). The smaller the utilization factor, the
larger the specific material costs of the storage, i.e., the material costs
per utilized capacity. Thus, thermocline degradation makes a storage
both less efficient and more expensive, prompting the need for understanding the causes of thermocline degradation and finding methods to
prevent or reduce it.
The causes of thermocline degradation are well known and include
(1) limited convective heat transfer between the HTF and the storage
material, (2) axial heat conduction and radiation, (3) mixing of HTF at
different temperatures due to vortical flows, (4) mixing of HTF at different temperatures due to bypass flows adjacent to the container wall,
and (5) heat exchange between the storage material/HTF and the storage container/insulation.
Much research has focused on finding methods that reduce thermocline degradation or mitigate its negative consequences, with the
aim of decreasing the changes in the outflow temperatures or increasing
the utilization factor. These research directions are not independent
because the utilization factor and the changes in the outflow temperatures are related. Fig. 1 shows the utilization factor at the quasisteady state, i.e., the state in which the thermoclines at the ends of
successive charging and discharging phases become identical, as a
function of the maximum allowed change in the outflow temperatures.
The results were obtained from numerical simulations of a packed-bed
storage that uses rocks as storage material and compressed air as HTF
and has a maximum capacity of 1789 MW hth. Clearly, the smaller the
maximum allowed changes in the outflow temperatures, the smaller the
utilization factor.
Methods that reduce thermocline degradation or mitigate at least
some of its negative consequences can be classified as passive or active
methods. Passive methods focus on the design of the storage, i.e., on its
geometry and materials. Active methods, by contrast, focus on the

Fig. 1. Simulated utilization factor as a function of the maximum allowed
change in the outflow temperatures Tout , max = Tc,out,max = Td,out,max for a
packed-bed storage using rocks as storage material and compressed air as HTF
and a maximum capacity of 1789 MW hth. More information on the storage and
the model with which the simulations were carried out are provided in the
companion paper (Geissbühler et al., 2018).
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2. Using phase-change materials (PCMs) at the top and/or at the
bottom of the storage to stabilize the outflow temperatures (Hahne
et al., 1991; Zanganeh et al., 2014; Galione et al., 2015; Geissbühler
et al., 2016): Although encapsulated PCMs are typically significantly
more expensive than low-cost sensible storage materials, cost reductions are possible due to the small amounts of PCM required for
temperature stabilization (Geissbühler et al., 2016).
3. Cascaded latent storage (Farid, 1986; Farid and Kanzawa, 1989;
Adebiyi et al., 1996; Michels and Pitz-Paal, 2007; Nithyanandam
et al., 2012; Mathur et al., 2014): Using encapsulated PCMs that
melt at different temperatures as filler materials can give higher
utilization factors.
4. Cascaded thermochemical storage (Agrafiotis et al., 2016): Using
filler materials that react at different temperatures can result in
higher utilization factors. Material cyclability and costs can be issues.

5. Siphoning (Walmsley et al., 2009): HTF is extracted at the position
of the thermocline through a port while hot and cold HTF are supplied simultaneously from the top and bottom of the storage, respectively. Similar to flushing, the energy extracted during siphoning is at an intermediate temperature and might therefore be
unusable for the power block.
6. Using a thermochemical section at the top of the storage to control
the outflow temperature (Ströhle et al., 2017): The thermochemical
storage material is encapsulated in tubes placed on top of the packed
bed. By adjusting the pressure in the tubes, the heat released during
discharging and therefore the outflow temperature of the HTF can
be controlled.
Our interest is in reducing the negative effects of thermocline degradation in a sensible-heat storage containing a packed bed of a lowcost filler material such as rocks. Because we restrict our attention to
sensible-heat storage, the only passive method of avoiding thermocline
degradation is to adjust the height-to-diameter ratio and/or increase
the heat-exchange surface area. In the following, we assume that this
method was applied during the design of the storage and that TCC is
required to further improve the storage performance.
To the best knowledge of the authors, no systematic assessment of
TCC methods is available in the literature. Filling this gap is the main
objective of the present work. Because the flushing and siphoning
methods lead to potentially unusable low-temperature thermal energy,
we focus on (1) the extracting, upgrading, and returning method, (2) a
method based on injecting HTF that is derived from the sliding-flow
method, and (3) a new method based on mixing HTF streams. In this
paper, the three TCC methods are described in detail. In the companion
paper (Geissbühler et al., 2018), the performance of the three methods
is assessed for both air and molten salt as HTF using simulations of
stand-alone storages as well as storages integrated into a CSP plant.

Furthermore, the use of a floating barrier to separate hot and cold
HTF was suggested (Wang et al., 1985; Copeland et al., 1985; Slocum
et al., 2011; Lataperez and Blanco Lorenzo, 2011; Querol et al., 2012;
Codd, 2015), but it is incompatible with the use of filler materials.1
Increasing the height of the storage while keeping its diameter constant
is also not considered as a method for decreasing the maximum changes
in the outflow temperatures because it leads to a decrease of the utilization factor (Geissbühler et al., 2016).
Active methods, which are called thermocline-control (TCC)
methods in this work, include:
1. Flushing: Periodically, the storage is discharged completely, i.e., the
thermocline is expelled during discharging. One drawback is that
part of the energy expelled during flushing is at low temperatures
and might therefore be unusable for the power block. In CSP plants,
the low-temperature energy could be used to protect against
freezing of HTFs such as molten salts or synthetic oils (Biencinto
et al., 2014).
2. Segmented storage (Crandall and Thacher, 2004): The packed bed is
divided into multiple segments with ports between adjacent segments. The inlet port is switched to maintain thermal stratification
in the case of variable inflow temperatures. During charging, ports
whose temperature is higher than the inflow temperature are
skipped. Similarly, during discharging, ports whose temperature is
lower than the inflow temperature are skipped.
3. Sliding flow (Bindra and Bueno, 2016; Bindra et al., 2014; White
et al., 2016; Howes et al., 2017): The packed bed is divided into
multiple segments that are charged successively. Once a given segment is charged, the inlet and outlet ports are switched simultaneously to charge the next segment. The method was originally introduced to increase the exergy efficiency by partially decoupling
the pressure drop from heat transfer. However, the method can also
be used for TCC because it allows the thermocline to be confined to
one segment. Thus, the more segments are used, the steeper the
thermocline.
4. Extracting, upgrading, and returning (Mathur and Kasetty, 2013):
The packed bed is again divided into multiple segments. The outlet
port is switched and HTF is extracted at intermediate temperatures,
upgraded, and returned to the top of the TES, leading to a local
steepening of the thermocline.2 This method is particularly interesting for CSP plants because the upgrade could be performed with
thermal energy collected during periods of low insolation if the
extracted temperature is high enough.

2. Description of TCC methods
We first present a brief description of the operation of a thermocline
storage without TCC, which serves as the baseline for the assessment.
2.1. No TCC
The operation of a thermocline storage without TCC is depicted
schematically in Fig. 2. In this and the subsequent schematic figures,
the abscissa is the non-dimensional HTF temperature

T =

T Td,in
Tc,in Td,in

(4)

and the ordinate is the non-dimensional axial coordinate x = x / H ,
where H is the height of the storage. The dotted lines indicate Tc,out,max ,
the maximum non-dimensional HTF outflow temperature during charging, and Td,out,min , the minimum non-dimensional HTF outflow temperature during discharging. The non-dimensional changes in the outflow temperatures defined by Eqs. (1) and (2) are also shown.
During the charging phase, the storage is supplied from the top with
hot HTF, as indicated by the red arrows, at a temperature of Tc,in = 1.
The thermocline represented by the dashed line moves downwards and
cold HTF leaves the storage at the bottom, as indicated by the blue
arrows. As long as the thermocline is not close to the bottom, the
outflow temperature is close to Td,in = 0 . As the thermocline approaches
the bottom, however, the outflow temperature begins to increase. The
charging phase is terminated when the increase in the outflow temperature reaches the specified limit of Tc,out,max .
Conversely, during the discharging phase, the storage is supplied
from the bottom with cold HTF at a temperature of Td,in = 0 . The
thermocline moves upwards and hot HTF leaves the storage at the top.
As long as the thermocline is not close to the top, the outflow

1
The barrier reduces axial radiative and conductive heat transfer. Achieving
an effective seal between the storage walls and the barrier is challenging.
2
We use “steepening” to indicate increases in the magnitude of the temperature gradient dT /dx , where x is the axial coordinate.
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Fig. 2. Schematic depiction of the operation of a thermocline storage without TCC during charging and discharging. The dashed lines represent the thermoclines
halfway through the charging and discharging phases. The dotted lines indicate Tc,out,max , the maximum HTF outflow temperature during charging, and Td,out,min , the
minimum HTF outflow temperature during discharging. Red arrows indicate the flow direction of HTF with temperatures of T Td,out,min . Blue arrows indicate the
flow direction of HTF with temperatures of T Tc,out,max . (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

temperature is close to Tc,in = 1. As the thermocline reaches the top,
however, the outflow temperature starts to decrease. The discharging
phase is terminated when the decrease in the outflow temperature
reaches the specified limit of Td,out,min . 3

Comparing the solid and dashed lines in Fig. 3 shows that the extracting method does indeed lead to a steepening of the thermocline,
but also suggests that the impact of the method is limited. The limited
impact is explained by the fact that the thermoclines shown in the
figure represent simulation results during the first charging and discharging phases. As shown in the companion paper (Geissbühler et al.,
2018), at the quasi-steady state the impacts of all the TCC methods
investigated in this work are substantial.

2.2. Extracting method
The first method investigated in this work is the extracting, upgrading, and returning method (Mathur and Kasetty, 2013); for brevity,
we refer to it as the extracting method. We assume that the extracted
HTF is upgraded in the receiver of the CSP plant and returned to the top
of the storage.
The operation of the storage with the extracting method is explained
in Fig. 3. To simplify the explanation of the method, we restrict our
attention to the case in which HTF is extracted through only one port
that is located at the mid-height of the storage. The restriction to one
port is lifted in the assessment of the TCC methods in the companion
paper (Geissbühler et al., 2018).
At the beginning of the charging phase, hot HTF is supplied to the
storage at the top and extracted through the port, see Fig. 3(a). The
solid lines indicate the thermoclines produced by the extracting method
just before port switching. The dashed lines show the thermoclines
produced without TCC at the same instant. As soon as the HTF outflow
temperature at the port reaches Tc,out,max , the HTF outlet is switched
from the port to the bottom, see Fig. 3(b). (If there are multiple ports,
the outlet is switched to the port located immediately below that
through which HTF is being extracted.)
The operation during the discharging phase is analogous. Cold HTF
is supplied to the storage from the bottom and extracted through the
port, see Fig. 3(c). Once the HTF outflow temperature at the port drops
below Td,out,min , the HTF outlet is switched to the top, see Fig. 3(d). (If
there are multiple ports, the outlet is switched to the port located immediately above that through which HTF is being extracted.)

2.3. Injecting method
As implied by its name, the injecting method can be viewed as the
opposite of the extracting method: Instead of extracting HTF, it is injected into the storage. The injecting method is derived from the
sliding-flow method (Bindra and Bueno, 2016; Bindra et al., 2014;
White et al., 2016; Howes et al., 2017). The operation of the storage
with the injecting method and one port is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the
lines have the same meanings as in Fig. 3.
At the beginning of the charging phase, hot HTF enters the storage
from the top and cold HTF leaves from the bottom as shown in Fig. 4(a),
just as without TCC. When certain switching criteria that will be discussed below are fulfilled, the supply of hot HTF is switched from the
top to the port, see Fig. 4(b), where the arrows indicate the flow of the
HTF after switching. In Fig. 4(a) it can be seen that the HTF temperature at the port position is significantly lower than Td,out,min . In Fig. 4(b),
some time after switching, the HTF temperature at the port position has
risen to Tc,in = 1.
The operation of the storage during the discharging phase is analogous. Prior to port switching, as indicated in Fig. 4(c), cold HTF enters
the storage from the bottom and hot HTF leaves at the top just as
without TCC. When the switching criteria are satisfied, the supply of
hot HTF is switched from the bottom to the port. Some time after
switching, the HTF temperature at the position of the port has dropped
to Td,in = 0 , see Fig. 4(d).
Two observations can be made about Fig. 4(d). First, by comparing
the solid and dashed lines, it becomes clear that the injecting method
leads to a steepening of the thermocline. Second, the thermocline exhibits an oscillation near the top of the storage. This oscillation is
caused by switching the supply of hot HTF from the top to the port
during the charging phase, see Fig. 4(b). Axial dispersion (due to

3
In this description, we have assumed that the height and diameter of the
storage are given and that the maximum allowed changes in the outflow temperatures determine the durations of the charging and discharging phases. If the
durations of the charging and discharging phases are given instead, the maximum allowed changes in the outflow temperatures can be used to determine
the height and diameter of the storage.
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Fig. 3. Schematic depiction of the operation of a thermocline storage with the extracting method using one port located at the storage mid-height. The solid lines
represent the thermoclines resulting from the extracting method at representative instants during the charging and discharging phases. The dashed lines represent the
thermoclines without TCC at the same instants. The other lines and arrows are explained in the caption of Fig. 2.

limited convective heat transfer, conduction, and radiation) reduces the
amplitude and increases the axial extent of the oscillation. As the oscillation approaches the top of the storage during discharging, Td,out
becomes oscillatory. It should be noted that during the charging phase
that follows the discharging phase depicted in Fig. 4(d), Tc,out will be
oscillatory also.
Ensuring that the amplitudes of the oscillations in Tc,out and Td,out
remain below Tc,out,max and Td,out,min , respectively, is the objective of
the port-switching criteria. Finding effective port-switching criteria is
not straightforward. The criteria used in this work are based on the
ratio of two thermal energies between the current inlet and the proximate (downstream) port, where “inlet” refers to either the usual inlets
at the top and bottom of the storage or a port. In the following, the axial
positions of the current inlet and the proximate port are denoted by x i
and x i + 1. The first thermal energy is the actual thermal energy stored
between the current inlet and the proximate port,

Ei (t ) =

xi + 1
xi

A (x )

T (x , t )
Td,in

[(1

s) f

( ) cp, f ( ) +

s s(

fraction of the packed bed, f is the density of the HTF, s is the density
of the filler material, is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure of
the HTF, and cs is the specific heat capacity of the filler material. The
second thermal energy is the so-called threshold thermal energy.
During the charging phase, the threshold thermal energy is defined as

Ec, i =

s

A (x )

Tc,in
Td,in

Tinj

[(1

s) f

( ) cp, f ( ) +

s s(

) cs ( )] d dx ,
(6)

where Tinj is a specified temperature difference. The threshold energy
can be interpreted as the net thermal energy between the temperatures
Tinj stored in the volume between the current inlet and
Td,in and Tc,in
the proximate port. Using these two thermal energies, the portswitching criterion during the charging phase can be expressed as

Ei (t )
Ec, i

1.

(7)

This criterion is illustrated in Fig. 5(a), where Ei (t ) and Ec, i are indicated by the hatched and green areas, respectively. The solid line
shows the thermocline at the instant when the criterion is just met, i.e.,
when Ei (t )/ Ec , i = 1.

) cs ( )] d dx ,
(5)

where A (x ) is the cross-sectional area of the TES,

xi + 1
xi

is the solid volume
5
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Fig. 4. Schematic depiction of the operation of a thermocline storage with the injecting method using one port located at the storage mid-height. The solid lines
represent the thermoclines resulting from the injecting method during the charging and discharging phases. The dashed lines represent the thermoclines without TCC
at the same instants. The other lines and arrows are explained in the caption of Fig. 2.

Conversely, during the discharging phase the threshold energy is
defined as

Ed, i =

xi + 1
xi

A (x )

Td,in + Tinj
Td,in

[(1

s) f

( ) cp, f ( ) +

s s(

2.4. Mixing method
The operation of the storage with the novel mixing method and one
port during the charging phase is illustrated in Fig. 6. At the beginning
of the charging phase, HTF is supplied to the storage from the top and
extracted from the port, just like for the extracting method, see
Fig. 6(a). The extracting and mixing methods differ once the temperature of the HTF extracted through the port exceeds Tc,out,max . Rather than
switching the outlet to the bottom of the storage, HTF is extracted simultaneously from the port and the bottom, see Fig. 6(b).4 The two
extracted streams are mixed such that the temperature of the mixed
HTF equals Tc,out,max . For the case of only one port, the time-dependent
mass flow rate at the bottom of the storage, denoted by mbot (t ) , is determined from

) cs ( )] d dx
(8)

and the port-switching criterion is

Ei (t )
Ed, i

1,

(9)

as illustrated in Fig. 5(b).
For constant cross-sectional area, solid volume fraction, densities,
Tinj
and specific heat capacities, Eqs. (7) and (9) simplify to Ti Tc,in
and Ti Td,in + Tinj , respectively, where Ti is the average temperature
between x i and x i + 1. In Eqs. (6) and (8), we have assumed for simplicity
that the temperature differences Tinj are identical. The value of Tinj
that results in a desired utilization factor depends on the rate of thermocline degradation and on the number of ports and must either be
chosen a priori or be determined by simulations.

4
As for the other methods, if there are multiple ports, first the proximate port
is used instead of that at the bottom.
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Fig. 5. Schematic depiction of the port-switching criterion with the injecting method during charging (left) and discharging (right). The schematic shows the instant
when the criterion is just met, i.e., when Ei (t )/ Ec,i = 1 during charging and Ei (t )/ Ed, i = 1 during discharging. Note that the highlighted areas correspond only
qualitatively to the respective energies, see Eqs. (5), (6), and (8) for the precise expressions.

(mtop

mbot (t ))

= m top

Text (t )
Tref

Tc,out,max
Tref

cp, f ( ) d + mbot (t )

Tc,out (t )
Tref

thermocline is particularly steep early in the first charging phase.
Consequently, the thermocline reaches the port later compared to the
operation at the quasi-steady state when the thermocline will be less
steep. By contrast, at the beginning of the first discharging phase the
thermocline steepness is already quite close to that at the quasi-steady
state and therefore the thermocline reaches the port earlier. The second
reason relates to the storage geometry, which has a truncated cone
shape with a larger diameter at the top, see the companion paper
(Geissbühler et al., 2018). Consequently, more energy per unit height
can be stored at the top than at the bottom, leading to a thermocline
that moves more slowly and is steeper at the top than at the bottom,
which implies that the thermocline reaches the port later during charging than during discharging also at the quasi-steady state.
If there are multiple ports, the two active outlets through which HTF
is extracted during charging are chosen as follows: The primary outlet is
the one closest downstream of the thermocline and that has a temperature that is still below Tc,out,max . The secondary outlet is the one
immediately upstream of the primary outlet, where T Tc,out,max . If the
secondary outlet would correspond to the inlet, then only the primary
outlet is active. During discharging, the two active outlets are chosen in
an analogous manner.g.
The mixing method assessed in this work can potentially be extended in two ways. First, it is possible to eliminate the rise and fall of
the outflow temperatures produced by the mixing method by combining it with bypassing of the TES, see (Schmidt and Willmott, 1981,
pp. 160–162; El-Halwagi and El-Rifai, 1990). Bypassing is based on
mixing the inflow and outflow streams to control the temperature of the
mixed outflow stream. In combination with the mixing method, bypassing would need to be applied only at the beginning of the charging
and discharging phases. Additionally, the combination would allow
controlling the outflow temperature to any desired outflow temperature
profile, such as, e.g., a temperature ramp. In this study, bypassing was
not considered as it does not steepen the thermocline. The second extension is that the restriction of keeping the inlet at the top/bottom
during the entire charging/discharging phase could be lifted. To decrease the pressure drop, the inlet could be switched also, similar to the
injecting method.

cp, f ( ) d

cp, f ( ) d ,

where mtop is the mass flow rate supplied to the storage at the top and
Tref is an arbitrary reference temperature. If the specific heat is constant,
one obtains

Text (t )
mbot (t )
=
mtop
Text (t )

Tc,out,max
.
Tc,out (t )

Because mbot (t )/ mtop 1, the part of the thermocline below the port
moves slower than that above the port, thereby contributing to the
steepening of the thermocline as a whole.
During discharging with the mixing method, the storage is operated
in an analogous manner, see Fig. 6(c) and (d). Instead of reducing the
mass flow below the port, the mass flow above the port is reduced.
Comparing the dashed and the solid lines indicates that the mixing
method steepens the thermocline.
Fig. 7 shows the temporal variations of the extracted non-dimensional mass flow rates and HTF temperatures at the port, the top and the
bottom during the first charging and discharging phases. For completeness, the constant non-dimensional mass flow rates and HTF
temperatures at the inlets are also shown. The blue and red backgrounds indicate that the outflow temperatures at a given outlet satisfy
the restrictions on the maximum/minimum outflow temperatures
during charging/discharging, respectively, and therefore these outlets
are referred to as primary outlets. Conversely, the yellow background
signals that the outflow temperatures at a given outlet violate the restrictions and therefore the outlet is termed a secondary outlet. The
figure shows clearly how the primary and secondary outlets are switched and the corresponding mass flow rates are controlled such that the
temperature of the mixed outlet streams do not rise above Tc,out,max or
fall below Td,out,min during charging and discharging, respectively. At the
beginning of the charging/discharging phase the temperature is not
controlled to the limit because the thermocline has not yet arrived at
the port and therefore no outlet temperature control is possible using
the port and the bottom/top outlet. The times when the outflow temperatures during the first charging and discharging phases start to be
0.5 and t
0.25, respectively. These times differ for
controlled are t
two main reasons: First, at the start of the first charging phase the
storage is assumed to be completely discharged and therefore the

2.5. Discussion
Combining the extracting and injecting methods would result in a
method with some similarities to the sliding-flow method. There are
7
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Fig. 6. Schematic depiction of the operation of a thermocline storage with the mixing method using one port located at the storage mid-height. The solid lines
represent the thermoclines resulting from the mixing method during the charging and discharging phases. The dashed lines represent the thermoclines without TCC
at the same instants. Yellow arrows indicate the flow direction of HTF with temperatures of Tc,out,max < T < Td,out,min . The other lines and arrows are explained in the
caption of Fig. 2. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

several important differences between the sliding-flow method and a
combined extracting/injecting method, however. First, the portswitching criterion used in the sliding-flow method is based on the
temperature rather than on the ratio of thermal energies as in Eqs. (7)
and (9). Second, the port-switching criterion as described in Bindra
et al. (2014) corresponds to Tinj = 0, which leads to thermoclines and
utilization factors that are almost identical to those of the extracting
method. Third, in the sliding-flow method the injection and extraction
ports are switched simultaneously. Fourth, the sliding-flow method as
described in Bindra et al. (2014) operates with two active ports that
straddle an inactive port. Finally, and most importantly, it is unlikely
that using a combined extracting/injecting method would further
steepen the thermocline compared to using either the extracting or the
injecting method. To see why, consider the thermocline shown in
Fig. 4(b). If the thermocline in the subsequent discharging phase would
be extracted as in Fig. 3(c), we would extract precisely that part of the
thermocline that had been steepened in the previous charging phase,
and thereby actually decrease the thermocline steepness.

3. Summary
Thermocline degradation has the disadvantages of (1) increases/
decreases of the HTF outflow temperatures during charging/discharging, respectively and (2) limited utilization factors. These disadvantages are coupled because the smaller the allowed increases/decreases in the HTF outflow temperatures, the smaller the utilization
factor and vice versa. Smaller utilization factors, in turn, increase the
specific material cost of the TES. The incentive to preventing or reducing thermocline degradation is therefore clear.
Methods that prevent thermocline degradation can be classified as
passive or active methods. Passive methods focus on the design of the
TES, whereas active methods, called TCC methods in this work, focus
on the operation of the TES. Three TCC methods were assessed in this
work. The description of the methods is the focus of this paper. The
assessment of the methods is the subject of a companion paper
(Geissbühler et al., 2018).
Common to the three TCC methods are so-called ports, which are
openings in the TES that are not located at the top and bottom like the
usual inlets and outlets and through which HTF can be either extracted
8
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Fig. 7. Inflow/outflow temperatures (solid lines) and mass flow rates (dashed lines) at the inlets/outlets as a function of non-dimensional time during the first
charging (left) and discharging (right) phases for the mixing method using one port located at the storage mid-height. The dotted lines correspond to Tc,out,max and
Td,out,min , respectively. The mass flow rates are normalized with the inflow mass flow rates.

or injected. The first method, referred to as the extracting method, is
based on extracting HTF through the ports. By extracting HTF as the
thermocline moves past the port, a local steepening of the thermocline
is effected. The second method is referred to as the injecting method
and is based on injecting HTF through the ports. By injecting HTF when
certain switching criteria are met, the thermocline can be steepened
locally. The third method is novel and referred to as the mixing method.
It is based on extracting HTF from two outlets simultaneously, at least
one of which is a port. The two outlet streams are mixed such that
temperature of the mixed stream is equal to a specified outflow temperature. In contrast to the other two methods, the mixing method allows not only for steepening of the thermocline but also for a controllable/constant outflow temperature.
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